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Summary: Faith is a feeling from the heart, that we all have, not some religious practise.
Faiths is the division and the separation of our society, to produce ego; which then lead no where in
terms of faith and in fact the opposite, as we will explain.
Ok let begin where it starts on the words faiths and the attempt to make a cult from someone who
stood against that….
We look at the whole picture more if we realize in our past as a human race things in Yeshua’s
(Jesus’) time, where not a better place far from it and further evils to what we see now…yet then you
didn’t hear about it….
Now one thing the man stood for as person and not what he said yet did was to make and believe
that we could have better world if we worked together as his own following, that showed and after
was continuing. Until the said Pharisees (Paul, Simon, John the Pharisee also) and Romans which is
one of the worlds biggest covers ups destroyed and murdered most of Israel who then fled to India or
the Himalayas as recorded.
Now these are the same peoples who then established the faith and not with a slightest bit of notice
to anything Yeshua or the bible said; instead taking parts and making a miss matched attempt and
hiding the truth.
The only problem is many now take this truth as to come from Yeshua’s own mouth or even worse
from god….
Yet how can it, you see we live in hell this is hell which you perceive as your reality, don’t get us
wrong there is lower then here being soil…
Yet for the point of evaluation of your own surroundings and reality, plus from that which Yeshua
started we will explain….
You see whilst you base your assumptions, that this is not hell and is heaven, you will always see
many whom fall short, why?
As this is a place full of ego and sufferings things decay the die, heaven is not like that, it is place of
unconditional love and wisdom.
So when Yeshua said heaven is within you indeed it is, as al contain wisdom and unconditional love
if they accept it, and this take faith…
Now this is where the others go wrong and especially meaning Christians as though they think the
follow Yeshua they don’t they have been rounded up like sheep’s to the slaughter….not that we or
any should hurt these people it was as they are often hurt they become Christian to begin with
seeing it as an emotional crutch, as it gives them something to belong to…
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That is in no ways wrong, it is what happens after as the gradually adapted in to Christian society or
anti-Christ behaviour, you see….
Faith stems from the heart, we all have it, we don’t need some sacrificial sacrifice to claim we have
it…and in doing so defy the Bible…being Christianity (sorry yet 100% true = worker of iniquity
according to the bible)
Now that is what Yeshua asked people to have faith in God, he didn’t claim it as his own and no one
can else it relates to nothing, this is the main problem of why we started on this subject…
As when someone claims faith as belong to them or the cult which they follow as that is all it is….and
remember this is hell, so because Yeshua Buddha and many others found this and that within the
reality we perceive there is a constant undying Zen, of Dao logic woven into all of it, like undying
locking mechanizism that helps you uncover more…
What did they find?
Oneness!
You see without this we have nothing as Lao Tzu mentioned that it is the oneness of all things that
makes us even be here…
Now back on to the Christian point and why the beginning of separation of our society is that religious
dogmatic attitude, to follow another as an authority over something which is personal and belong to
you and God; as no one can take your faith it is your own and very unique….
It is almost like the spirit is a shell for the faith and the faith is the energy which is needed to power it
to go and get up and believe it can carry on…
So with most Christians and the word stemming from Paul in the first place, they believe all are
wrong unless they follow Christ, and we wonder why we have all others doing the opposite…
You see by proclaim that as being faith to begin with then you have others who will find a person they
can associate with to call their own.
It doesn’t provide for more faith among society of the real kind in fact the opposite and very strongly
as we are finding and why it needs separating and stopping.
You see the bible it self’s shows and said this would happen, that it was a test for us all, thing is the
people in the power seats, have stayed there; whether people have wanted them too or not, through
force and murder.
Now we have a world that gradual is becoming true believers in God and the ones that are not can’t
come back any more….they sleep as soil….in blame and classifying as the unjust Judge, as spoken
by Yeshua against Christianity or the Pharisee Churches that are in no way followers of Christ, as
they teach as Balaam (God would sacrifice his own son).
You see they become soil after here and if they have not the respect, too at least be decent and quit
blaming others here; how can they ever except to get to heaven?
So that was the test as snare and as written Yeshua came to bring the sword of division why?
He knew they would forge and do what happened after him why?
Zechariah explained it….
So when that is out of the way, may be we have already explained what faith is and what is needed
to be back…
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As the energy in your own spirit can become more and is doing on a global whole as more believe
through the use of the net we can talk and confidence is growing globally yet by the unseeing eye of
many and millions of us doing this same thing.
Now with most Christian and very dogmatic peoples choosing this to be an evil place maybe this is
correct as it is the final battle grounds of Christ, as Yeshua stated…you see when we he said we will
talk on lightening across the world….well internet is this….
So anyways once all the pre-idols tic views of Christ and what it was about out of the way…the fact is
the man stood up for more then he talked….
As we see from the writings of who was also clearly a Pharisee and what most Christians take as
gospels, and this being evidence against them self’s….
He believed if we all worked as one and as a family could; we can make a better world between us,
now this doesn’t mean follow him…
Yet follow the oneness that Yeshua showed and we all know and understand within us…
Not Yeshua is this oneness as John put, yet that God is the oneness, Heaven is oneness already,
and in desiring the love of another before this, again proving iniquity and not oneness.
So whilst we seek outwardly, we are basing our house on sand, the house of you is within you, and
when you understand you, you can then understand relating that faith to something else…otherwise
the faith lacks if you can’t have faith in your self first, as then the same faith is then related, if that is
all you know within you.
If you say outwardly I know this faith another had, whilst this is nothing built of your own, where and
how does that relate to heaven and oneness if you had no faith in it to begin with.
You see with countless millions now saying they are finding it harder and how rotten it is getting,
what does that produce?
More faith we can make it or finally one by one other given as all around them is self pity stories and
control dramas as that is what they are trying to give you energy as they got used to taking it from
another to begin rather then find the source of this…which each and everyone of us have…
You see you are made from the fabric of the universe and within that is, consciousness, now this
consciousness exist and always will, this is you hear it see it feel it, yet that is just inside a massive
framework made from a core of God (central processor of all consciousness and being in reality and
beyond) with wisdom surrounding it and the begins of what made the universe and the unconditional
love being the edge surround of heaven as spoken of the temple of the lord….
Yet be real it isn’t something that can be measured the tape measure would be a joke as really how
do you measure something that can’t be…
As in try and measure faith? Can you? Can you weigh it out in portions and give out this much to
many?
Well guess the answer to that is no?
Why many may say well they do and quite well at it thank you…well the problem is if you portion
anything you are splitting up the original whole portion….
Same applies with faith…there is one god we all know this and feel it the countless disregard for
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calling anything that is finite …infinite is madness to begin with….as one sustains the other…
So it is with faith while one is a positive that can shine a light where ever you are as maybe this is
what I am trying to say…within heave the whole of heaven is filled and loved by the words of the
songs of god through this you are feed it is energy it is life of the universe….to relate another way
you could say it is the pure electricity of a massive super computer that we are part of, it is the main
process, distributing not random, yet carefully calculated variables on massive infinite level…as that
is our reality…
The fact this is printed as an eye with a pyramid under is near correct as that is what I saw when I
died…now given that we can find countless other references…you can take my word or else wait
until you die, yet 95% of the time most don’t remember…
So if we dis-attach this need of faith in the dead as that is what this part of the reality is, or more so
the whole, as including heaven, that is where everything stems from that is alive…we are dead…the
body is dying from the moment we are born and take our first breath….it isn’t some hardship it part of
life that is all…for one to sustain the other it is that way…
Yet if we take on board all of the religious books, into question many relate to a time it was one…now
given that with my NDE hell is ego and heaven is oneness we only have to options…
Now if to proclaim you have religion is to produce and ego by saying I am this rather then we all are
this…this is not oneness and so can not live in the true unconditional love as it isn’t wise to cause
separation.
So on the one we have millions who proclaim they are in peace, yet feel and say all other peoples
are bad, to everyone….so making this life worse for all.
Then the other seeing this and then having nothing to do with it….
Hope you see and hear what I am getting at as it is the believe that we can make a difference to
others that achieves it not a label…
Now some who follow Yeshua truly do and never get me wrong as we love all, yet it is a mistake to
say on the one hand you follow Yeshua and John Paul or Simon peter as it is virtually impossible…
As one said be a light unto many the other just hid them self from the calamities they cause to begin
with being the Pharisee a Jewish sect at the time and still existing to this day as they believe in
death…not Yeshua not god and not the bible those speak as such are false and recorded as so on
countless occasions…
So maybe with all of us understanding for once that this isn’t some truths of Yeshua that you like, it is
brainwashing exercise to follow Pharisee concept and away from all of Yeshua’s…
You see one related globally and you can say Yeshua is Buddha, Lao Tzu, and many other
reincarnations as it does occur and the bible stands by it; they don’t…
Then we have to put up with the insult of the faiths or what faith are you? Well we added it as
question on the site now; for all.
Think carefully which as all are in keeping with our terms and not this need of preconditioned label to
be…
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My condition and the world condition should be that of one of good or God depending how you spell
it…what is that? Faith to believe in oneness, to believe you can make difference to each person
life…100% never less don’t even question it to begin with begin less as where many fall…just do
your best that is all any can ask.
Realize that knowledge is found at the end of your nose and wisdom is found at the bottom of your
toes.
Meaning you will never find faith in books, you will find knowledge yet that is useless unless it sinks
in and that means analyzing and it being your own…
Good way to understand that is the difference between the house and the home, remove the
matching letters and what have you….use me and in that we have what makes a home….
So if that applies to everything which it does…then if you read the words, yet don’t try them then they
are never yours, it is just a building you visit on occasions…
Yet when the place is something you cherish and work on, then it begins to shine…now that is
consciousness and faith…if you leave your life to rot, slowly depression sinks in and you fall apart…
Yet with a little more effort we see more energy, often many get that confused with going out as they
do something yet in a lot of the times getting a hang over or side effects from the night before.
So destabilizing them and the world we live in…as with countless millions moving up and down in
faith per day due to alcohol…not as God choose not to accept you. as god always does people don’t
God will not accept ego, which may get when they drink old wine and so talk of old things, which you
can observer many do, yet Christians presumed they meant something else, as they removed that
Yeshua said not to drink…the Pharisee didn’t and so re-establish this….
Yet given it makes us old as we drink in the old, we become it, then we are no longer in the now.
This is where wisdom dwells as the knowledge remains…yet take in to account when you die, you
cant take your knowledge with you….
The wisdom the skills yes, yet not that you know more then another of a religious subject will get you
anywhere as god knows all and feed the universe with faith which is the light you grew up with until
someone force fed you a religious book as being that truth.
As with out the light of faith shining and holding the reality, it isn’t and so greater understanding of
this is how Yeshua walked on water…I have seen countless miracles and asked for things knowing I
am getting them as my faith is so strong and why we have site named as such for looking for others
who are like this, who will believe and will achieve regardless of obstacles…through Faith!
Now with enough people’s who do have faith and will believe it; encourages other’s more…. then any
group of moaning individuals telling everyone that others all are wrong, unless they join a cult they
belong to…and so walk away from God!
We sit here with open arms saying in fact we love all and wait one day to hear your stories of faith
and miracles…that do not pertain to another’s first before you speak which is insulting to the fact you
are God to begin….as is all…why I stand so strongly against any who will proclaim they are not, and
so apart of from people…as that is why now I say this is hell and if you do also…
you will work a lot hard to fix it…which many don’t as they think they have free ride…which if all is
correct the one who fall short will not be whom you expect and so…there is still time left to tell all that
it is oneness we all need and want…if we achieve this…others can…yet that take faith not to
fall…and faith in the true light which we all know and love…not a version of this light which is also
apart of whom you are being Yeshua…as like said wisdom is where the elders sit and exist…So
Yeshua is one of these and so the fabric of wisdom to begin in this reality, it is indeed part of him
and you…yet only part….God is the whole.
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So to sum up faith is not a religious contract, if you do, it is not faith…
Faith is knowing God without needing pre-written knowledge of another’s….
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